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Corbenic
2011-11-30

cal has struggled to cope with his mother s drinking and her psychotic episodes since he was six cooped
up in their dirty council flat he dreams of a new life so when he leaves to live with his uncle trevor
in chepstow he is ruthless about breaking with the past despite his mother s despair but getting off the
train at the wrong station he finds himself at the castle of the fisher king and from then on moves in a
nightmare spiral of predetermined descent into a wasteland of desolation and adventure always seeking
the way back to the grail he has betrayed catherine fisher has created a gripping and highly moving
novel that moves between myth and a contemporary journey of self knowledge until one becomes
indistinguishable from the other drawing in arthurian themes historical re enactments and the four
hallows cal s quest for a return to peace of mind is an elaborate and ambitious grail novel for our time
an important new work from the author of the book of the crow

The Snow-Walker's Son
2011-11-30

the snow walker s son is a book of intrigue of banishment and sorcery of an ice cold winter and an
unseen evil eye jessa and thorkil are banished by the evil witch gudrun to the ice kingdom to the north
here they will be incarcerated with gudrun s son kari about whom there are the most terrible tales he is
rumoured to be half man half beast and is a figure of dread after an endless journey thorkil and jessa
arrive and at last meet kari he is not as they feared but is a slight winsome young man his only terror
is that he too has the power but he is determined to use the magic wisely

Conjuror's Game
2011-12-31

alick is fascinated by luke ferris the conjuror where does he get his strange powers of healing why has
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he got six fingers what is his connection with the sinister goings on at the mere in halcombe great wood
then alick follows the conjuror to the secret chamber under the hillside there he discovers the ancient
game of fidchell and accidentally removes a key piece in the game unleashing dark and terrifying forces
on to the world

Crown of Acorns
2010-09-02

in an absorbing mystery thriller a teenage girl with a past arrives in a city new name new identity new
foster family she has chosen the city herself and is fascinated by its harmony and beauty but is clearly
in fear of discovery she is nursing a secret from her early childhood a secret that produces new terrors
for her the moment she fears her identity has been spotted a parallel narrative tells of a young
architect s apprentice zak in 1750 working with jonathan forrest a man obsessed with past druidic
mysteries and a new architectural vision for the city he plans to create the world s first circular
terraced street the king s circus a plan greeted with scorn and derision zac soon realises there s more
than just obsession with an architectural vision there is some secret associated with building a hidden
chamber in the centre of the circus but zac himself has his own confused and highly destructive agenda
these narratives are framed by the voice of bladud mythical first builder of the city destined to die in
trying to fly and ultimately his narrative brings all together in a clever and brilliantly intriguing
climax

Sapphique
2010-09-02

finn has escaped from the terrible living prison of incarceron but its memory torments him because his
brother keiro is still inside outside claudia insists he must be king but finn doubts even his own
identity is he the lost prince giles or are his memories no more than another construct of his
imprisonment and can you be free if your friends are still captive can you be free if your world is
frozen in time can you be free if you don t even know who you are inside incarceron has the crazy
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sorcerer rix really found the glove of sapphique the only man the prison ever loved sapphique whose
image fires incarceron with the desire to escape its own nature if keiro steals the glove will he bring
destruction to the world inside outside all seeking freedom like sapphique

The Door in the Moon
2015-03-24

from the new york times bestselling author of incarceron this genre busting fantasy is perfect for fans
of doctor who blade runner and cassandra clare s mortal instruments series only the obsidian mirror can
save a life change the past or rescue the future in this third volume of the internationally acclaimed
obsidian mirror series it s midsummer night it s hot and everyone in wintercombe alley is dreaming
strange and disturbing dreams until jake and sarah are swept through the obsidian mirror and time itself
into a nightmare world of revolution and murder meanwhile oberon venn faces a choice between staying
mortal or losing his soul in the tangled green wildwood of the faerie realm catherine fisher master of
world building and plot twists from a masked ball to a desperate struggle at the very foot of the
guillotine continues the breathtaking and dangerous search for those who time has snatched away

Circle of Stones
2014-08-28

three interwoven spine tingling historical thrillers from the new york times bestselling author of
incarceron suspense mysticism and history encircle three separate but related narratives in this fantasy
novel today sulis a teenage girl with a mysterious past arrives in bath with a new identity trailed by
the person she s trying to outrun in 1740 zac is apprenticed to an architect obsessed with druidic
mysteries but has his own secret and destructive agenda in ancient england a druid king discovers the
healing waters of a magical spring where he founds a great city and the heart of fisher s story through
each voice the mysteries are revealed linking sulis zac and the king through the circles of time
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The Oracle Betrayed
2004-03-16

publisher description

Incarceron
2011-02-08

incarceron is a prison so vast that it contains not only cells and corridors but metal forests
dilapidated cities and wilderness it has been sealed for centuries and only one man has ever escaped
finn has always been a prisoner here although he has no memory of his childhood he is sure he came from
outside his link to the outside his chance to break free is claudia the warden s daughter herself
determined to escape an arranged marriage they are up against impossible odds but one thing looms above
all incarceron itself is alive

Darkwater
2012-09-27

it is a life changing deal and it will end your life as you know it sarah trevelyan would give anything
to regain the power and wealth her family has lost so she makes a bargain with azrael lord of darkwater
hall he will give her everything she needs to restore the trevelyan name and one hundred years to do it
in exchange for her soul fast forward a hundred years to tom who dreams of attending darkwater hall
school a professor named azrael offers him a bargain will sarah be able to stop tom from making the same
mistake catherine fisher s version of faust is utterly spellbinding
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The Snow-Walker Trilogy
2008-12-26

from the swirling mists and icy depths beyond the edge of the world came the snow walker gudrun to rule
the jarl s people with fear and sorcery but a small band of outlaws are prepared to risk their lives to
defeat gudrun and restore the land to its rightful leader this trilogy follows them in their quest from
the first terrifying journey to meet the mysterious snow walker s son to the final battle in the lands
beyond the rainbow bridge the snow walker s son follows jessa and thorkil who are sent to thrasirshall
in the empty wastelands to live with the mysterious kari gudrun s son led to believe kari is some kind
of monster they are shocked to discover he is a snow walker just like gudrun except with the desire to
do good rather than evil together they journey back to the jarshold to defeat gudrun in the empty hand
gudrun seeks revenge on those who banished her and sends a terrifying faceless creature to the jarlshold
and in the soul thieves kari and his companions must travel to the land of the snow walkers to claim
back the precious souls gudrun has stolen here kari and gudrun mother and son and ultimate opponents
must fight their final battle

The Velvet Fox
2021-11-09

in a magical sequel to the award winning the clockwork crow seren and tomos think they ve bested the
fairies who tried to steal them away forever until tomos makes the mistake of saying this aloud after
rescuing her godbrother tomos from fairy enchantment orphan seren rhys wants nothing more than to enjoy
her new life at the charming manor house called plas y fran but when tomos thoughtlessly challenges the
fairies a mysterious new governess arrives in a gust of leaves seren has always wanted an education but
mrs honeybourne doesn t believe that girls have the right to one and seren s family seems strangely
intent upon agreeing with anything the governess says as dangerous figures from a magical toy carousel
stalk the house seren calls upon her old friend the clockwork crow for help yet when faced with the
velvet fox a creature even the crow fears seren will need to use her smarts to overcome the dangers
around her and protect what she loves brimming with welsh folklore and atmosphere catherine fisher s
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latest tale of family pluck and fairy magic will delight readers and wrap them in its spell

The Slanted Worlds
2014-03-18

part dr who part blade runner and part a midsummer night s dream a genre busting fantasy from the author
of incarceron in book two of the critically acclaimed obsidian mirror series new york times bestselling
author catherine fisher called the first lady of british fantasy by the london times once again shows us
that she is a master of world building and surprising plot twists jake sarah and oberon venn continue
their fight for control of the obsidian mirror and whoever wins will either save a life change the past
or rescue the future but the mirror has plans of its own

The Interrex: Book of the Crow 2
2011-11-30

having tapped into the crow the order s legendary powerhouse galen is charged with a force beyond
anything he or his apprentice raffi have ever known and when during the ritual ceremony on the night of
flainsdeath galen receives a message from the makers urging him to find the interrex the child of the
last great emperor galen knows that the keepers are tantalisingly close to the brink of a revolution
meanwhile gary is struggling to come to terms with her past her identity and the mystery of how she
became a member of the watch

Darkhenge
2011-11-30

rob s sister chloe lies in a coma after a riding accident trapped in a forest of dreams between life and
death but when a dark druid shape shifts his way into rob s life despair turns to hope because the druid
knows the way through the unworld where he claims chloe is imprisoned could the ominous black ring of
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timbers slowly emerging from a secret archaeological dig hold the key to rescuing her and will chloe
want to be rescued from a world where the landscapes of story merge and blur and she has the chance to
be queen catherine fisher s new novel combines a fascinating exploration of celtic myth with a modern
quest for understanding where is the land of the imagination and if we found our way would we ever want
to come back

The Unexplored Ocean
1994

in this striking collection catherine fisher mixes vivid and particular poems about the welsh landscape
such as the four seasons and field walking with historical monologues such as incident at conwy and
scenes from myth like merlin on ynys enlli with an archeologist s care she sifts her imagery from the
past and examines it in minute careful detail the title sequence based on the journals of james
hartshill a traveller on the voyages of captain james cook in the south pacific in the eighteenth
century is a triumph of her technique the famous explorer s stubborn and heroic character and his
adventures in the perilous frozen wastes of the antarctic and among the natives sudden and dangerous as
children of the lush pacific islands are marvellously portrayed she writes imaginatively bringing dead
things to life boldly placing them in the present world planet i am conscious here of the quality of
passion implicit in her work and the exciting prospect of the future for a writer who clearly has so
much more to say new welsh review catherine fisher is the author of three volumes of poetry for seren
immrama the unexplored ocean and altered states she is also a novelist for children her books include
the conjurer s game which was shortlisted for the smarties prize in 1992 and has been serialised on
radio 5 she works as a teacher in newport gwent

The Empty Hand
2011-11-30

a creature moves down out of the uttermost north it s a sending summoned by gudrun to cause destruction
in the kingdom of wulfgar and as it travels down towards the jarlshold it leaves a trail of devastation
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in its wake kari ragnarrson tells his friends of old that he knows why the creature is coming it has
been sent by gudrun as a test for him a test of the powers which he has inherited from her ultimately
kari must come to terms with the full strength of his powers in order to win his struggle and defeat the
curse of gudrun it is a battle of the spirit which kari knows he must win

Altered States
1999

the fate of an italian icon damaged by floods a victorian skeleton and a vampire ballet are amongst the
many unusual subjects of the poems in this new collection by catherine fisher lyrical grace combined
with a sharp eye for imagery and a precise use of language are her hallmarks her themes are history
religion and distinctively for this book memory highlighted in her sequence about an amnesiac and in the
final section of sonnets an imaginative chronicle of immigrant forebears an enviable clarity of intent
purpose and execution ian macmillan poetry review catherine fisher is the author of three volumes of
poetry for seren immrama the unexplored ocean and altered states she is also a novelist for children her
books include the conjurer s game which was shortlisted for the smarties prize in 1992 and has been
serialised on radio 5 she works as a teacher in newport gwent

The Speed of Darkness
2016-02-11

science fiction myth time travel and shakespearean wit and playfulness combine in a stunning sequence of
huge imaginative power the shakespeare quartet the speed of darkness concludes the series which began
with the obsidian mirror then moved on through the box of red brocade and the door in the moon in this
final volume a great storm brews out at sea and batters the devon coast flooding vast swathes of land at
wintercombe abbey the preceding weeks have been spent in a ferment of experimentation as jake wilde s
father david and maskelyne work furiously on operation leah they have been practising changing tiny
events in the past in preparation for the rescue of venn s wife leah from death the culmination of their
work with the obsidian mirror but in the aftermath of the storm the abbey is a drowned house where is
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the mirror what has happened to the two halves of the janus coin whose is the mysterious boat wrecked up
on the nearby beach and what plans of mischief and mayhem lay in store for halloween the day chosen for
leah s return

The Candle Man
2011-12-31

meurig the fiddler is a haunted man hafren the evil spirit woman of the severn has captured his soul and
now possesses the key to his life a small candle stub hafren taunts and torments meurig but with help
from conor and sara he can take back his life from her watery grasp at the cost of flooding the land
meurig must make his choice his life or the village

Flain's Coronet: Book Of The Crow 3
2011-11-30

galen has spent the winter in sarres building a power base round the symbolic leadership of the interrex
but as relic master he knows that to face the mysterious margrave he needs to seek out the coronet of
flain to complete his powers also galen and raffi rescue two men from execution by the watch a keeper
and a sceptic these new men severely test galen s and raffi s belief in the order s ultimate success
meanwhile carys continues to struggle to leave the watch and its way behind as she gradually accepts the
help given to her by the sekoi

The Oracle Sequence: The Oracle
2010-10-07

in the distant land of deserts and islands the servants of the god rule the land his wishes conveyed
through the oracle and interpreted by the high priestess mirany is the new bearer afraid of her perilous
duties for the god in the rituals of the oracle and fearful of her secret questioning does the god truly
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exist the priestess is corrupt and in secret partnership with the general ruler since the god on earth
the archon has no real power chosen as a child his face always masked never seen by outsiders should any
national tragedy occur he is also the sacrifice when the old archon dies his spirit migrates into a
child and there are several candidates for succession but mirany begins to experience the real visions
of the god discovers which child is the rightful heir and that the general and high priestess intend to
choose another child and seize power with only a tomb robbing scribe and a mad musician for allies
mirany begins her quest knowing that if she is betrayed her fate will be to be walled up alive in the
archon s tomb

Fintan's Tower
2011-12-31

jamie was at the library looking for a book that was different one he could get lost in but he didn t
mean it literally the book with his own name in it leads jamie and his sister jenny into the summer
country a world of magic and danger where even time behaves strangely where fintan s tower has held its
prisoner since the days of camelot and will keep jamie and jenny too unless jamie can read the book
right

The Soul Thieves
2011-11-30

when the evil snow walker gudrun steals signi s soul on the eve of her wedding kari knows it is his
mother s sign to take up her final most dreadful confrontation from which only one of them can emerge
alive together with his stalwart friends jessa brochael skapti and hakon he sets off to challenge gudrun
in her own land beyond the rainbow bridge it s a journey few before have dared attempt and from which
none have returned
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Journey Into the Chronoptika: A Free Sampler
2014-12-04

the chronotoptika is a dazzling new quartet blending myth science and time travel journey into the
chronoptika with this free sampler of door in the moon with the first three chapters of door in the moon
and bonus material from the author jake s father david wilde has disappeared whilst working for the
strange recluse oberon venn a once famous explorer and collector of antiquities venn has withdrawn from
the world following the death of his wife he is obsessed with the desire to re enter time travel back
change the past and resurrect his wife this is the project on which jack s father was working and during
which he disappeared venn fills his house with objects from his journeys into the past and through his
time travel device the obsidian mirror jake s aim is to recover his father no matter what and he
ventures into the periods when his father was reputedly last seen alive victorian london then the blitz
of the second world war by door in the moon he is in 1798 paris on the eve of the french revolution

The Hare and Other Stories
1996-07

the obsidian mirror its power is great and terrible men have been lost in it the dead brought back to
life through it and the future annihilated by it or this is what will happen unless the mirror is
destroyed three people seek the mirror the first has been sent from the future to shatter its power the
second will protect the mirror at all costs obsessed with its power and the third needs the mirror to
find a murdered father and save his life but only one can succeed the mirror can send you to the past
but it will not bring you back with superb world building that includes the real world the faery world
and a dystopic future this hauntingly astonishing adventure is the start of a new trilogy from the
master of the sci fi fantasy genre catherine fisher fans of orson scott card dr who shakespeare and
blade runner won t be disappointed
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Obsidian Mirror
2013-04-23

since gudrun came from the frozen mists beyond the edge of the world the jarl s people have obeyed her
in hatred andterror but the enchantress has one weakness a son kari banished to a forbidding fortress in
the north never seen by the jarl s people in secret they wonder are the rumors true was he born a
monster now jessa and her cousin thorkil have been exiled to the north and if they survive the journey
they will find the truth is kari a beast or the means to stop the sorceress

Snow-walker
2012-01-31

in this fourth and final volume of the book of the crow galen is determined to fulfil his promise to
find and destroy the dreaded margrave leader of the watch soon the terrible quest leads him into the pit
of maar and the deep evil world at the heart of the watch down there he finds the margrave and learns
its true identity but he also discovers what it really wants raffi this fantastic sequence of books is
compelling to the very last page

The Margrave: Book Of The Crow 4
2011-11-30

these three mystery stories include the conjuror s game by catherine fisher which was shortlisted for
the smarties prize the others are the thirteenth owl by nick warburton and words of stone by kevin
henkes
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Magical Mystery Stories
1999

raffi is apprenticed to the relic master galen whose task is to keep safe the relics of a bygone age but
his powers are weakening and he and raffi set off to meet the makers in the city of the crows and
discover why the journey is beset with dangers and raffi s courage is tested at every turn they are
joined by the enigmatic girl carys and face an uncertain future in the city of destruction will they be
able to summon the crow to help them or will the everpresent watch eventually eliminate them

The Relic Master: Book Of The Crow 1
2011-10-31

breathtaking sequel to the oracle the archon must face a journey of treachery and adventure across the
pitiless desert in a bid to save his people the archon vows to lead a pilgrimage to the well of songs to
seek peace with the rain queen and save the land from the terrible drought the well is hidden in the
mountains across the desert but he is not the only one with his sight set on the mountains argelin the
tyrannical and power hungry general follows behind an ever present threat with his heart set on the
riches to be found with only oblek seth and two tomb thieves known as the jackal and the fox for company
the archon s journey is treacherous and dangerous they must face the great desolation and the monstrous
animals outlined on the desert floor animals with mythical powers and they must survive without mirany
bearer of the god and true friend of the archon who has had to remain behind to face a threat much
closer to home

The Oracle Sequence: The Archon
2010-10-07

the final story in the oracle sequence we are again in the distand land of deserts and islands ruled by
one god whose wishes are conveyed through the oracle the archon child god on earth returns from his
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journey across the desert to the well of songs to find the tyrannical general argelin has siezed control
and his reign of madness is oppressing the two lands he has publicly denounced the gods and established
a reign of terror mirany is in hiding and the nine are scattered will argelin s obsession bring the rain
queen s wrath down on them all and whose is the sinister new power hidden in the sign of the scarab in
the descent into anarchy mirany and the archon must attempt the final impossible journey of the soul
through the nine gateways into death and back

The Oracle Sequence: The Scarab
2010-10-07

time travel is sf fairies are folklore what happens when you mix the two and add a final ingredient
shakespeare s macbeth on a mission to recover his father lost in time jake finds himself in 1940s london
from the rubble of the blitzed city a clue leads him to an eccentric seer of ghosts three sinister
children and three strange prophesies two of them soon come to pass but what is the box of red brocade
does it hold the secret of destroying the obsidian mirror a talking bird an invisible girl a walking
wood the second volume of catherine fisher s chronoptika series is packed with mystery magic and
sinister intrigue a new novel by catherine fisher poet and prize winning novelist is always worth
looking out for the obsidian mirror is both thriller and sf and being written in fisher s acid etched
prose equally satisfying to fans of many genres amanda craig the times children s book of the week

The Box of Red Brocade
2013-10-03

danger still lurks around every corner for mirany seth oblek and alexos in this fast paced sequel to the
oracle betrayed
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The Sphere of Secrets
2006-06-01

the dress was old with a tear in the hem it seemed to be a mix of colours like a watery rainbow that s a
weather dress sol said it will last you six days but you mustn t wear it for seven the seventh day is
dangerous remember he said wear it only six times not once more and keep it safe i have an enemy who
would like to steal it when molly buys a dress for a pound from sol s market stall she cannot begin to
imagine the sequence of events which will unfold from an idyllic fun filled day on the beach to an
encounter with the queen of darkness herself this sophisticated picture book is the first collaboration
between award winning author catherine fisher and her sister illustrator maggy davies the beautiful
illustrations create an appealing storybook with a sense of intrigue the story can be appreciated on
several levels and hence it can be enjoyed by a wide age group here s an extremely well written story a
treat to read aloud

Journeying On
1997

volume three of the book of the crow galen has spent the winter in sarres building a power base round
the symbolic leadership of the interrex but as relic master he knows that to face the mysterious
margrave he needs to seek out the coronet of flain to complete his powers also galen and raffi rescue
two men from execution by the watch a keeper and a sceptic these new men severely test galen s and raffi
s belief in the order s ultimate success meanwhile carys continues to struggle to leave the watch and
its way behind as she gradually accepts the help given to her by the sekoi the conjuror s game was
shortlisted for the smarties prize and the snow walker s son was shortlisted for the whs mind boggling
books award
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The Weather Dress
2006

welcome to anara a world mysteriously crumbling to devastation where nothing is what it seems ancient
relics emit technologically advanced powers members of the old order are hunted by the governing watch
yet revered by the people and the great energy that connects all seems to also be destroying all the
only hope for the world lies in galen a man of the old order and a keeper of relics and his sixteen year
old apprentice raffi they know of a secret relic with great power that has been hidden for centuries as
they search for it they will be tested beyond their limits for there are monsters some human some not
that also want the relic s power and will stop at nothing to get it watch a video

Flain's Coronet
2001-02-01

huw is supposed to be the lucky one he survived but when he tries to start a new life after tragedy has
ripped his old one apart he finds he can t shake off the past strange dreams and weird visions seep into
his waking moments until real life becomes a living nightmare and huw knows he has no choice but to come
face to face with the mysterious myth of belin s hill and bury its legacy for good

The Dark City
2011

Belin's Hill
2011-11-30
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